to each image, no more than one sentence
to each sentence, no more than one image

A run down street with grass growing in the middle it. A person's hand holding up a
cell phone to a guinea pig in a cage. A man in a party hat sits at a table talking on a
cell phone. A person doing a high jump on a skateboard. A keyboard sitting on a
desk next to a large mouse pad. A man standing outside a building and practicing
tennis. A person helping another person ﬁx their skis. A photograph of sewing
supplies including: scissors, a tape measure. Buttons and a needle & thread. A
large white and blue bus driving down a street. Some people walking on the sand
water and a kite surfer.

The horses are small and in the pen. Two ponies are in a dirt covered
ﬁeld near a wire fence. Brown animals are standing up next to each
other. Two horses are grazing on green grass outside. A brown horse
with messy fur is staring at the camera.

[male] and [male] went to a fair on friday. There were lot of people there
in the ﬁeld. A big roller coaster was set up in the middle of the fair.
There were also other ride to play on. Thankfully the last ride was the
scariest ride that i refused to go on, was the one that went straight up
and dropped down quickly.

Ingredients Mint Layer 1. 1 sticks butter 2. 1 cup
powdered sugar 3. 1 table spoon milk ... *** Chocolate
Layer #1 Although the chocolate layers are perhaps the
simplest... *** Finishing First Layer 1. Pour evenly into
a pan... *** Onto the Mint! The Mint mixture can be
changed ... Second Layer Is Finished! ...The
possibilities are endless :D *** Repeat Step #2 ... and
ﬁnal layer of your beautiful snack. *** Pulling It All
Together! 1. Remove the dually layered bar ...

So my partner and I decided that we want to build our
ﬁrst In-Home rock climbing wall... *** We set aside a
budget of $1200 and began a model to estimate... ***
Each box represents one square foot of climbing
space... *** After cutting a bit more plywood and lining
it up... *** I insisted in putting a few cross braces into
the angled section... *** I'm going to have fun with this.

Rivet A rivet is a permanent mechanical fastener...
Solid rivets consist simply of a shaft and head... Steel
rivets can be found in static structures such as bridges,
cranes, ... They are offered from 1/16-inch (1.6 mm) to
3/8-inch (9.5 mm) in diameter ... The most common
machine is the impact riveter and the most common
use of semitubular rivets is in lighting, brakes ...
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